Map Legend

- **EXIT** Exit of the station's building
- **ACCESS** Access to train lines

**JR LINE PLATFORMS**

1. Yamanote Line Inner Tracks for Tokyo, Ueno
2. Yamanote Line Outer Tracks for Shibuya, Shinjuku
3. Keihin-Tohoku Line for Omiya
4. Keihin-Tohoku Line for Ofuna
5 / 8. Tokaido Line, Ueno Tokyo Line
9. Ueno Tokyo Line (Limited Express)
10. Ueno Tokyo Line
11. Tokaido Line, Ueno Tokyo Line
12. Tokaido Line
13. Yokosuka Line, Sobu Line for Tokyo, Chiba (Rapid-service Train) Narita Express
14. Yokosuka Line, Sobu Line Narita Express
15. Yokosuka Line for Kurihama (Rapid-service Train)
21 / 22. Tokaido San-yo Shinkansen
23 / 24. Tokaido San-yo Shinkansen
How to collect your Japan Rail Pass: you have to go to the JR Ticket Office located in the center of the station, in the main Hall.

How to go to Shinkansen platforms if you come from Yamanote Line: if you have to take the Shinkansen from Shinagawa Station (it is sometimes more convenient than from Tokyo Station depending on where you are staying in the city), and if you come from the Yamanote Line, it is not necessary to leave the JR Station. Just follow the notice boards. Depending on where you are coming from, you will arrive in the North Hall or South Hall.

How to take Keikyu Line for Haneda Airport: it is easy to go to Haneda Airport by taking the Keikyu Line. If you come from JR Lines, just follow the signs and go up to central Hall. Transfer lines and tickets machines are on the west side and easy to spot.